Tennis Match Results
Kentucky vs LSU
Apr 20, 2024 at LSU Tennis Complex

#4 Kentucky 4, #44 LSU 0

Singles competition
1. #35 Taha Baadi (UK) def. Stefan Latinovic (LSU) 7-5, 6-2
2. #97 Joshua Lapadat (UK) def. Alessio Vasquez (LSU) 6-3, 6-1
3. Rudy Cecccon (LSU) vs. Jaden Weekes (UK) 6-4, 6-6, unfinished
4. Charlelie Cosnet (UK) def. Julien Penzlin (LSU) 6-3, 6-4
5. Chen Dong (LSU) vs. Jack Loutit (UK) 6-2, 3-6, 0-1, unfinished
6. Welsh Hotard (LSU) vs. Eli Stephenson (UK) 6-1, 5-7, unfinished

Doubles competition
1. #7 JJ Mercer/Joshua Lapadat (UK) def. #59 Chen Dong/Julien Penzlin (LSU) 6-3
2. Taha Baadi/Jack Loutit (UK) def. Ben Koch/Stefan Latinovic (LSU) 6-2
3. Welsh Hotard/Alessio Vasquez (LSU) vs. Eli Stephenson/Jaden Weekes (UK) 3-5, unfinished

Match Notes:
Kentucky 23-2; National ranking #4
LSU 16-13; National ranking #44
Order of finish: Doubles (2,1); Singles (2,1,4)
T-2:31